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Mamma Mia! Islands
The Greek Islands are

known for their beauty and

many of them are well-

known on the tourist trail.

However, one little island,

Skopelos, recently shot to

fame. Dermott Brereton

packed his dancing shoes

and went to the delightfully

underdeveloped island to see

just what happened to put it

on the world stage. The trip

also gave him the chance to

unleash his singing prowess.

I
t all began with the smash stage

musical Mamma Mia! It was so

successful that it was turned into

a film, with the Greek Islands as its

location. It was a great financial deci-

sion. The film showcases the music of

the ever-popular Swedish group,

ABBA. In fact Benny Andersson, a

member of the group, was executive

producer (shared with Tom Hanks)

and wrote the music score. Meryl

Streep, Pierce Brosnan, Julie Walters,

Christine Baranski and Colin Firth

were the stars, but maybe little

Skopelos was the real star. Even

though it was called "Kalokairi" in the

film, Skopelos was the main location.

Skopelos is part of the northern

Sporades and lies between Skiathos

and Alonissos. It's around 300km

from Athens and is just 17km long

and 8km wide. It has beautiful

beaches with clean waters, pine

forests, orchards, whitewashed

houses in narrow alleys and a

charming capital, built amphithe-

atrically in the heart of a bay.

Cycling is the best way to get

around. The entire island is dotted

with monasteries and the domes of

chapels. There is said to be one for

every day of the year.

Not far from town is Glysteri Beach.

The pebble beach is in a small cove

with taverns and emerald waters. The

hotel set "Anatoli" is still there. The

beach is reached by car or boat, and a

visit to the beautiful Cave of Tripiti is

recommended.

Amarantos is a little tricky to find,

but the stunning location is well worth

the walk.

After the walking and singing,

Dermott was ready for lunch and

found Pavlo's on the beach at

Agnondas. It's said to be the best fish

tavern around. While it didn't appear

in the film, the crew frequented it to

eat and chill out. Agnondas is

Skopelos' third port and ships and fer-

ries take refuge there when winds pre-

vent them from reaching other ports.

It has hotels, rooms for rent and tav-

erns. Kastani was used for all of the

beach scenes. A pier and beach bar

were built, but they were dismantled

and removed when filming was over.

From the town of Glossa, it's a 40-

minute ferry ride to the island of

Skiathos which also features in the

film. The Agios Nikolaos Church and

belltower overlooks the new port and

is where the film begins and where

Sophie posts letters to her three pos-

sible fathers.

Dermott linked up with Cherry

Tamouridou, a local guide and an

extra in the film. She is proud of her

island. It is very green, covered with

thick pine forest and has long and

golden beaches. Because it is one of

the most well-organised of the Greek

Islands and has everything tourists

need, it is very crowded during July

and August. It is a centre of nightlife,

cafes and nightclubs.

Location

The locations of the film Mamma

Mia! in the Greek Islands.

Cost

Greece and Mediterranean Travel

has a six-day "Mamma Mia" package

for $849 per person twin share. It

includes transfers from Athens, bus

and ferry tickets, accommodation on

Skiathos and Skopelos and "Mamma

Mia" excursion including guide, boat

tickets, hotel transfers and lunch.

Mamma Mia! fans can catch the

10th anniversary tour of Mamma

Mia!, the stage musical, playing

around the country.

Sydney from October 23, 2009

Melbourne from February 13, 2010

Perth from June 5, 2010

Brisbane from August 10, 2010

For more information, visit

www.mamma-mia.com.au.

Pictures of the Day:

Monday, Aug. 24

Louisa Gouliamaki 

took the lead 

photograph

W
ith the fires raging around

Athens, Louisa Gouliamaki of

Agence France-Presse took the lead

photograph for Monday’s slide show.

According to a brief biography in

AntiLipseis, a Greek photo magazine,

Ms. Gouliamaki has been a photojour-

nalist since 1992. Her work was seen

most recently in Lens last Thursday

(Slide 9), as a resident of Magoula,

west of Athens, tried extinguishing

burning olive trees with a handheld

water bucket.

LOUISA GOULIAMAKI was born in

Poland, in 1968. She studied photogra-

phy at TEI of Athens. She has worked in

the field of photojournalism since 1992.

At the end of 1996, she takes charge of

the office of the international agency

EPA (European Pressphoto Agency), in

Athens. In 1997-2000 she covered the

crisis in Balkans and the conflicts in

Kossovo and her work was awarded.

Since 2005 she has been collaborated

with the French News Agency (AFP).

Her work has been exhibited in Greece

and abroad. She is a member of the

Foreign Press Association of Greece. 

Smokers' tongues fail taste test
Smokers have fewer and flatter taste buds. A study of the tongues of 62 Greek soldiers, published in the open access

journal BMC Ear, Nose and Throat Disorders, has demonstrated how cigarettes deaden the ability to taste.

Pavlidis Pavlos led a team of researchers from the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki who used electrical stimula-

tion to test the taste threshold of the soldiers and endoscopes to measure the number and shape of a kind of taste bud

called fungiform papillae. 

Pavlidis Pavlos said, "Statistically important differences between the taste thresholds of smokers and non-smokers

were detected. Differences concerning the shape and the vascularisation of fungiform papillae were also observed".

By applying electrical current to the tongue, a unique metallic taste can be generated. Measuring how much current

is required before a person perceives this sensation allows determination of their taste sensitivity. 

The 28 smokers in the study group scored worse than the 34 non-smokers. Upon close examination with a contact

endoscope, the smoker's tongues had flatter fungiform papillae, with a reduced blood supply. Pavlos concludes,

"Nicotine may cause functional and morphological alterations of papillae, at least in young adults".


